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Task Definition

By inferring the correct answers for video-based questions, video question answering (VideoQA) has attracted increasing 

research attention due to its huge application potential, as a fundamental technique for vision-to-language reasoning.

➢ Video Question Answering



Previous Works

➢ Large-scale Data Pre-training & Structure Reasoning.

➢ Different sampling mechanisms for video frames.

Multimodal Transformer-based Network Structure Reasoning for Semantic Alignment



Motivation



Contributions

(i) We propose a novel end-to-end framework named SiaSamRea for learning from inside on 

VideoQA task, by using siamese sampling and reasoning to integrate the interdependent 

semantics of clips from the same video into the training process. 

(ii) A novel reasoning strategy is carefully designed for building the soft guidance from the 

interdependent knowledge between internal clips, which consists of a siamese knowledge 

generation module and a Siamese knowledge reasoning module. 

(iii)Experiments on five commonly-used VideoQA benchmarks show the superior ability of our 

SiaSamRea and demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed components. Not that our 

method only teaches the network with interdependent knowledge during the training, which 

does not bring any extra burden (e.g., computation, memory and parameters) in the inference.



Our Method – SiaSamRea (Siamese Sampling and Reasoning)



Our Method – SiaSamRea (Siamese Sampling and Reasoning)

❖ Siamese Sampling

❖ Reasoning Strategy

† Siamese Knowledge Generation

† Siamese Knowledge Reasoning



Our Method – SiaSamRea (Siamese Sampling and Reasoning)

❖ Reasoning Strategy

† Siamese Knowledge Generation:

❖ Reasoning Strategy

† Siamese Knowledge Reasoning:

❖ Optimization

† Open-ended VideoQA:

❖ Optimization

† Multiple-choice VideoQA:

❖ Optimization

† Loss Function:



Experimental Results

TGIF-QA



Experimental Results

Ablation studies on How2QA and MSVDQA 

datasets. The SKG and SKR separately 

indicate siamese knowledge generation and 

Siamese knowledge reasoning.
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Experimental Results

The examples to show the benefits from the siamese clips. It is hard to discriminate the visual content “bird” from 

ambiguous parts (red circle) in anchor clip. It is much easier to distinguish “bird” by the assistance of siamese clips 

that contains more complete visual content (green circle).



Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we propose to endow the current multimodal reasoning paradigm with the ability of learning 

from inside on the VideoQA task via Siamese Sampling and Reasoning (SiaSamRea), which contains two 

key parts: 

(1) a siamese sampling to produce some sparse clips with similar semantics in the same video; 

(2) a reasoning strategy to distill the interdependent knowledge between clips into the network. 

The reasoning strategy is composed of two modules: 

(i) siamese knowledge generation to implicitly aggregate the inter-relationship of clips from the same 

video; 

(ii) siamese knowledge reasoning to infer soft label by using the predicted candidates of all clips and their 

inter-relationship. 

Our proposed SiaSamRea finally can be jointly evolved by the soft label guidance and ground truth, which is 

evaluated on five VideoQA datasets demonstrating state-of-the-art performance.
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